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Ed Box
Last Month’s “Stupid Photo Caption of
Hello friends and everyone else to another issue of the
the Month” Winner
mother fuckin’ Koala, the paper that brings you more
laughs and cries that an armless boy trying to masturbate.
If you and all your homies are seriously handicapped
then you may not know this but this Friday is Sungod.
The Koala has always loved Sungod as it is the only day
that UCSD embodies everything that The Koala loves;
naked girls, drunk students, and pissed off administrators. If you’ve never been let me suggest the following
guidelines:
1. Bring a bathing suit.
2. Don’t be the passed out guy vomiting on himself.
3. Don’t be the guy getting arrested.
4. Whip it out, (for some reason (booze) girls are much more receptive to advances
of this nature).
If you will not be attending Sungod because you would rather go to class,
home, or anywhere else equally lame, know this. You are not too cool for Sungod.
Sungod is too cool for you. Have fun hearing everyone tell you what you missed
for the next 12 months. That is all. Be sure to check out our booth this year as it
“Fortunately for humanity, the Chinese version of
will dominate all others.
American Gladiators was quickly canceled.” - SY
In closing I would like to talk to you about Happy Slapping. Happy SlapRunners up:
Want to have proof of your
ping is the latest thing sweeping the sovereign state of England. For clarification
1. QVC Special: “Nut-Holster”.
comedic genius?
purposes Happy Slapping is an act performed by two where one person uses his or
Three easy payments of your
Well now you can.
her camera phone to videotape his or her accomplice slapping the shit out of a third
dignity! Order now! -tb
party. You can find hundreds of videos on-line of happy slaps. One dude appar2. Abercrombie & Fitch fall colCheck this awesome porn site lection 2006. -Snr. Mysterioso
ently died after getting happy slapped to the concrete street. At first I thought, wow
3. Suckman and Nadster here to
and post a caption:
is that the product of advanced telephone camera technology over there in Europe?
teach YOU about attraction!.
Then I realized, No, that’s the product of a country full of pussies. Happy Slapping
WWW.THEKOALA.ORG -degenerate
doesn’t sweep America because when you slap someone here they fight back. They
don’t just say, “Thanks mate, I guess it’s off to me home now” they say, “Great I
This Month’s Stupid Photo:
was hoping to try out my new switch blade today,” and proceed to leave you, the
would be happy slapper, dead in a pool of your own blood. (See party reviews)
(yes, this is another entirely unrelated page 2 Microsoft joke)

God Among Men
Brad Kohlenberg
Some Guys
Marcus X, Rexi, Moximo, Aaron
Some Other Guys
Davey G, Milk, Skillz, Bear Paw,
Bear Cub
“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by
the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at
UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala
are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California
and the Regents or their officers, employees, or
agents. The publisher of this publication bears
and assumes the full responsibility and liability
for the content of this publication.”

Average Joes
Sours, Slice, Judy, Nicholle, Robert,
Connor, Joy, Jake, Mike T, Vince, Chuck
Somebody Elses
E-dogg, Jeremy, Marissa, George, T-bone,
Eugene, Adam, Barton, Paula, Michelle N.
Man Among Gods
Steven “Westerfield” York
The Koala meets every Friday at 5pm in the Media Lounge
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WORLD FAMOUS KOALA LISTS
playing with matches.”
5. “Can you help me fit this undocumented man servant into the
overhead compartment?”

Top Five Things Not to Mention
to a Stripper
1. If you want to see your daughter
again this lap dance is free.
2. See you at the next family reunion.
3. You’re way hotter than that last
stripper I killed.
4. Damaged goods normally cost
less, lady.
5. Only real boobs get real money.
Top Five Parlor Tricks of the
Second Coming of Christ
1. “Heals” fatties.
2. Convinces everyone to wait for
the Third Coming.
3. Reaches into the earth and pulls
from it a pre-rolled blunt that never
ends and doesn’t make you cough.
4. Keeps Windows from crashing.
5. Goes back in time, steals a DeLorean, uses it to go further back
in time, and then saves himself.
Top Five Things to Say to a Rape
Victim
1. Let the hilarity ensue...
2. At least you’ll never forget your
7th birthday.
3. It’s nice to take a break from
sheep and retards now and again.
4. This just proves that rank-ass
pussy is no deterrent.
5. So the assailent ripped your
panties off from behind like this
and then ... BAM! That’s the second time you fell for that!
6. Raped five times? Hell, I woulda
done it right the first time.
7. The irony is that you’re so fat I
probably could have just asked.

Top Five SunGod Fears of UCSD
Girls
1. Getting gang-raped at The Koala
pool. (again)
2. Getting their stomach pumped
after drinking way to many wine
coolers.
3. Interaction with people.
4. Loss of ass virginity in the raging mosh pit for My Chemical
Romance.
5. Unshaven muff coming out the
sides of their bikini.
Bottom Five PBS Documentaries
1. People Who Watch PBS.
2. Clouds, Colons, and Other
Things Shaped like a Frog Eating
Ice Cream.
3. The Life and Times of a Yeast
Infections.
4. Muhammad: A History in Animation.
5. The History of PBS Fund-Raising Tele-thons.
6. PBS: Where Old British Sitcoms
Go to Die.
Top Five Signs it was a Good
SunGod
1. The headliner had a hit single
less than 3 years ago.
2. It’s snowing in Hell.
3. You get crucified to Sungod.
4. Your new baby SunGod nine
months later.
5. UCSD shreds all records that
you ever went here.
6. You’re a chic from Revelle and
someone was drunk enough to give
you their number.

Top Five Things to Say to a Rape
Victim on His or Her Wedding
Day
1. You know, once you wipe all the
blood and semen off your veil you
do look quite re-rape-able.
2. Daddy couldn’t give away his
little girl without first having a
little piece.
3. Well, you said you wanted to
wait until marriage.
4. And now a toast to the rapee, my
brother.
5. I was kidding about the whole
wedding thing.

Top Five Ways To Tell You’re A
Marine
1. You just teamed up with 15-20
of your Marine buddies to knock
out one Koala.
2. Your lastname will soon be “was
killed in action in the al anbar
province.”
3. Nobody cries at your funeral.
4. You’re still picking Kohlenberg
chunks out of your class ring.
5. You actually think horseshoes
look good, and you actually know
what the fuck I’m talking about.
6. You have a wife, two kids and
still aren’t old enough to drink.
7. The two guys next to you marvel
at your C average and start calling
you ‘the professor.’

Top Five Conversation Starters
Koala Members Have Actually
Heard on a Plane
1. “If you think you gettin’ this
armrest, you crazy!”
2. “Do you know how uncomfortable it is holding dynamite in your
pooper?”
3. “Here, borrow my giant knife.”
4. “Yeah, I lost that half of my face

Top Five Phrases Uttered by a
Confused Suicide Bomber
1. These better be 72 male virgins,
well hung male virgins.
2. I sure hope paradise includes
some fine Jewish broads.
3. There is only one god and his
prophet is O’Reilly.
4. Activate Bat-Grappling Hook!
5. How do I land this plane?

Top Five Worst Times for a
Blood Drive
1. The Passion of Christ.
2. Lunch time at Columbine High.
3. When you’ve run out of clean
needles.
4. At the United Fainters and
Bleeders annual picnic.
5. AIDS support group.
Top Five Rejected Gerber Baby
Foods
1. The original Gerber Baby.
2. Peas and carrots and Rohypnol.
3. Gin and Juicy Juice.
4. Atkins-friendly cheeseburger.
5. Pregnant-mother-blood.
6. Methadone.
Top Five Rules in a Koala Member’s Pre-Nup
1. I retain custody of your sexy
parents, siblings, and friends.
2. No watching me poop.
3. Presiding minister must read
from The Koala instead of the
Bible.
4. The post-bail-and-pick-my-assup-from-the-SD-drunk-tank (“get
out of jail free”) clause.
5. Vow not to divorce me once editorship has been passed down.
Top Five Modern Christian
Catch-Phrases
1. Who Would Jesus Do?
2. Save a pig, eat a Muslim.
3. Jesus is in my Top 8.
4. Point. Click. Confess.
5. Enlarge your Je.$u$ 400%!
6. Rock the Lent!
Top Five Signs the Guy Who Sits
Behind You is Up to Something
1. Bullets exploding out of your
chest.
2. You don’t remember coming to
school with wet hair. And yet...
3. Live on CNN, Dubya is announcing his disappearance.
4. You hear a soft whisper from
behind you, “I’m up to something.”
5. He’s whittling his pen with a
buck knife and a shiv fell out when
he shook his pant leg.
Top Five Pet Peeves of the Invisible Man
1. Stray bullets.
2. Streaking is no fun anymore.
3. No affirmative action for clear
people.
4. Stepping in his own invisible shit.
5. Nobody takes him or his floating
gun seriously when he robs a bank.
6. His crappy job as a magician’s
assistant.
7. The DMV requires that you
“have a face” before they give you
a license.
8. The unexpected trickle of pee
down his back when standing at the
urinal.
Top Five One Liners Told by the
Invisible Man
1. When I lie, everyone sees right

through me.
2. My wife and kids are nothing to
look at.
3. It’s a real problem when I can’t
think clearly.
4. The cops can always see when
I’ve been drinking.
5. The doctor said he’d never seen
a rash like this before.
Last Five Times I Got Emotional
1. The first time I stuck it in your
pooper.
2. When I stabbed my grandmother...in the pooper.
3. The second time I stuck it in
your pooper.
4. The final time you let me stick it
in your pooper.
5. When your Dad was oddly comfortable watching me fuck you...in
the pooper.
Top Five Reasons The Koala
Tested Positive for Steroids
1. Aaron.
2. Halitosis, horrifying acne, suicidal tendencies, and berserk rage
help us identify with our fans.
3. The Koala has been trying to
grow Double D’s for years so we
can motorboat ourselves.
4. So we can break Hank Aaron’s
record of 762 list entries.
5. Tired of our huge balls.
6. So we could pull a Reverse Keg
Stand.
7. Kissed Barry Bonds.
8. Someone has to keep this school
at Division II.
Top Five Reasons Your Girlfriend Dumped You
1. Penis too small
2. Penis too big
3. Penis is weird-lookin’
4. Took penis out on first date.
5. Named penis after her
Top Five Reasons Why my Hooker is Better Than My Girlfriend
1. She doesn’t care about the other
bitch I’m with.
2. The STDs are no surprise.
3. If I want to use the word “love”
it only costs me an extra $2.50
4. Her pimp slapped the tear ducts
out of her.
5. The only shopping I do with her
is when Im picking out another
hooker for a threesome.
6. She’s fucked a lot less dudes.

Give us your lists and
we’ll make them funny.
Koala Meetings:
Fridays at 4:20 pm in the
Student Center Media
Lounge, or submit them
online at
www.thekoala.org
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BOOKY BIDDLE
In 1987, explorer John Q. Craftman was combing the treacherous Amazon jungle. Here,
he encountered a tribe of ritualistic natives,
who taught him an ancient game. Every time
John lost, the naBikes are
tives butchered and
for
fags. Buy
ate a piece of him.
me Booky Biddle,
In 2005, amazon
mom-bitch or I’LL
anthropologists
KILL YOU!
found the ruins of
this savage ceremony.
Although when John’s
body was discovered,
only 50% remained, experts concluded that John
died from insanity- he
went crazy playing one
of the most complicated
games in the history of the
World...
NOW YOUR WHOLE
FAMILY CAN JOIN
IN THE FUN WITH
BOOKY BIDDLE - THE
ANCIENT GAME THAT’S DRIVING THE
NATIVES WILD!!!!
Roll the die, spin the spinner. The whole
family will love moving their custom Booky
Biddle pieces around the 3-dimensional gameboard. Don’t land on a WACKY WONKO
space, though, or you won’t be able to move
again until you’ve rolled a `9’ on the POP-OMATIC bubble. Don’t POP too hard, or all the
ATTACK CARDS in the discard pile will fly
everywhere. WHAT A MESS!
BOOKY BIDDLE IS EASY TO PLAY, AND
EVEN EASIER TO SET UP
(alan wrench not included)
Who’s got the best reflexes in your family?
Fall into a Forest zone, and you’ll get your
chance to find out! Each turn consists of
creating a diabolical machine. Turn the crank,
which swings the boot, which starts the internal combustion engine, which powers the
hang glider into the cave, which scares the bat,
who flies away and is eaten by the bird, which
awakens the hunter, who shoots the bird with
NERF DARTS, which causes the bird to fall
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onto the see-saw, which flips your piece forward one space. Don’t mess up the machine, or
you’ll lose 2 turns- You’ll need all the turns you
can to find your way out of this 50-space Enchanted Forest. SCARY FUN!
BOOKY BIDDLE COMES WITH 3,168 AA
BATTERIES (4 AAA batteries not included)
Don’t forget to bring Booky Biddle to your next
Games party! All you need is fifteen differentcolored pieces of 11 x 17
Ha ha. I see
inch paper,
the natives are
and you
getting restless.
can play
all night!
See who
can make
the most
I need another drink. words using only
the letter
tiles that
were bartered from
the word
gnome in
the floating
castle! Fool
your friends by planting fake weapons to throw
off their sleuthing- are you the real murderer?
Pop in the accompanying DVD, and score bonus points by guessing at trivia based on 1970’s
sitcoms!
BOOKY BIDDLE SUPPORTS UP TO N^0.764
PLAYERS WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF
PLAYERS WHO WANT TO PLAY.
Here’s what
EXCITED
families are
saying about
Booky Biddle.
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and I was playin, and we got pwned in the
mush pot with no untapped lands. So, I called
my other friend Jimmy, and he says, “Go up,
left, down, right triangle, square, circle, x, y,
b, right trigger. Fast for three days, and you’ll
be able to ride the FLYING CARPET past the
Danger Zone. Don’t break the ice, or you’ll
wake dad.”
Jimmy Jangles
Oahu, Hawaii
BOOKY BIDDLE IS AMAZING FUN FOR
KIDS AGE 12. EXACTLY 12.
“There’s no way I would’ve been able to keep
my marriage together, and continue my affair,
without Booky Biddle. My wife has been stuck
in the CANDY CANE FIELDS for thirteen
days. She can’t get out until she answers four
literature questions in haiku. Her office keeps
calling.”
Robert Blythesdale
Gayretardsmakingout, Oregon
“I don’t really understand the rules. I touched
the sides when removing the FUNNYBONE,
and the rules say I have to go to Hell. In the
words of Jimmy Jangles, WTFBBQ?
James Jangles
Lawton, Pennsylvania
BOOKY BIDDLE COMES WITH DOZENS
OF FUNCTION-LESS SMALL PIECES, FOR
ADDITIONAL CHOKING HAZARD!
(Small kids suck. They can’t play any of our
games, and we had to go to jail for making
“Twister, Jr.”)

It says I have to hold my breath
until I name 5 plays that start with
“Y.” How many turns did I lose?

If you’ve
read this far, this coupon is good
for one “Get Out of Cannibalism Free”
card.

Ummmm...What’s the
natural logarithm of 53?

I’m choking.

“My Jimmy and Janey insist upon
playing Booky Biddle every night.
Sometimes, they go to bed shaking.
That’s what they get for trying to reverse my BOOKY POGS in a neutral
territory.”
Mary Beatdown
Madrid, New Jersey
“OMG. OMG. Teh nut5. My friend

“Blunted Over And Really Drunk”

DVC
The DJ and Vinylphiles Club is
having a fat rave on a mountain,
May 27.

Sorry, the Houseboat Trip is full but
you can still sign
up for this month’s
Mudwrestling

www.sdboardclub.com
or e-mail: staff@sdboardclub.com

Any party that requires a National
Forest Service parking permit is
bound to be interesting.
We have no idea how to contact
them except for these links:

www.myspace.com/djclub
http://acs.ucsd.edu/~djclub
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“FLOWERS FOR OGRENON”

I began as a naive and
uneducated giant
cavorting through the
hills, eating goats, and
throwing boulders. One
day I happened upon
a little tailor wearing a
girdle on which was inscribed a golden 7. I don’t
remember much of our initial conversation
except that he claimed to have slain “seven with
one blow”. I had heard enough and I fled to find
more giants to help me put this man on trial
for his atrocities. Almost immediately I found
a fellow mildly retarded giant and we planned
to set out together, but first it was nap time.
We slept under a tree which that tailor used as
camouflage for his guerrilla warfare. He threw
rocks and made each of us believe that it was
the other who had thrown them. Fighting and
drooling ensued. The tailor, who had just been
chuckling to himself in the tree the whole time,
assumed us both to be dead and left. Bloody
and only mostly-dead, I dragged myself to the
nearest junior college and vowed that with an
education this would never happen again.
Things were going well for me. Through some
risky trading I managed to secure for myself a
hen that laid golden eggs. I used this hen as collateral toward a loan on my very own castle in
the sky which included as part of the furnishing, a golden harp to sing me to sleep. Needless

to say, I was irresistible to the ogresses and in
“Fee, Fie, Foe, Fum,
no time at all I had a bride. But trouble started
I’m gonna break your neck, you fucking mook.”
again the day I found a bag of gold missing
from my wallet. Now I am not a jealous giant,
Joke’s on me though, because it was a setup
but there’s only one way Mrs. Ogrenon would
from the beginning. As I woke up paralyzed
have spent that gold, and that’s on Englishmen. from the neck down and watching my poop
When I confronted her she denied everything,
flowing through a tube, my earlier words
and because I wanted her story to be true I
echoed in my head with cruel irony. The little
believed her, but never again fully trusted her.
English doctor smiled and explained that the
A couple months later I was
paralysis was not from the fall
woken in the middle of the
but from the villagers kicking
night by my hen cackling and
my head while I lay unconscious.
that familiar smell of EnglishHe said that now I must go in
man. My hen’s theft was the
for mandatory brain surgery
final straw before I retained a
and that my ex-wife had already
divorce lawyer. Over the next
signed the consent forms. I fear
year she vindictively tried
now that this is all part of her
to get custody of everything.
plan and that I will not return
“You can keep the castle in the
from surgery the same Ogrenon.
sky and all that’s in it,” I said,
Life has taught me one pearl of
“but the harp is mine.” When
wisdom which I would like to
all her legal attempts failed to
pass on to you: Do not trust the
hurt me, she resorted to other My ex- wife with that fucking Englishman little man. I have told my story
methods of obtaining my one
and now leave it to the reader’s
remaining joy. “Help me master!” I heard my
experience and good reason to dole out judgeharp scream from downstairs as that same
ment. Here comes the nurse now.
limey ran away with her. I grabbed a golf club
- Ogrenon
and went after him. The clever little son of a
bitch had used a bean stalk to avoid detection
NOTE: Ogrenon no longer remembers the life
by my ADD Home Security system. I climbed
he once lead and only asked that this one statedown that stalk screaming:
ment be added to his previous diary entries:
“my pE pee buRnws”

RE-RAPE:The Joy of Being a Rape Counselor

don’t take. So that means I’m not a fag.

by Angus MacFeltcher, MD

I finished washing my hands
as my 9am arrived, a young
man named Princeton. Sobbing and whimpering, he told
me that he was raped by his
gender studies professor during office hours. When I replied, “He really tore into your ass didn’t he?”
the young man looked puzzled. “Did you suck
him off too, sweetheart?” Princeton started crying, so I picked up a chair and smashed it over
his head, then proceeded to bash the shit out of
him. God hates fags, and so do I. But he looked
so sweet and helpless as he lay bleeding. His
skin was so creamy and smooth. I couldn’t help
myself, so I raped him in the ass, too. Ok, I
know what you’re thinking, but I only give, I

Instant Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
I would like to object to the above article. Oh wait, actually
it was hilarious. Thank you, The Koala for printing such a
heart-warming story, I hope bastards like Princeton will learn
to stop raping women. After all, it’s common knowledge that
all men are rapists. This reminds me of my last rape: I held
the knife to her throat and told her not to scream or I’d kill
her. Then I told her to tell me I was skinny after I yelled at
her not to laugh when I put on the strap-on. I think excersices
like these are tremendously empowering for females, especially strong butch lesbos with strap-ons like me.
Sincerely,
Col. Elizabeth
“Mother of All Butches”
Williams

Dear Editor,
I would like to object to the above objection, Col. MOAB
didn’t include nearly enough instances of the word “rape.”
Dr. MacFeltcher brings up several good points, and I like
his haircut. I would also like to object to the article to the
right. I think it is irresponsible for The Koala to encourage
deliquency in minors and medical malpractice. Open-heart
surgery should not be practiced until at least
third grade. You sickos are in desperate need
of counseling.
Sincerely,
Capt. Angus “Ol’ Feltchie” MacFeltcher,
USN (Ret.)

You see, as any qualified rape counselor
knows, rape is a violent, not a sexual, crime.
It is about the rapist’s feelings of dominance,
power and control over the victim. In the case
of helpless little fags like young Princeton,
these feelings are completely justified and not at
all fruity.
But I don’t want you to get the wrong idea,
my hate and contempt for my patients stems
from my concern for them. Like any doctor,
my goal is to cure my patients. These sissies
practically send out embroidered “rape me”
invitations with their swaying feminine gait and
impeccable rectal hygiene. The best way to
help them recover is to help them get used to it.
Hence, I’ve started promoting my novel treat-

ment program: Re-Rape®. It’s the only way to
turn an unhappy, traumatized masculine man
into a happy, sissy assslut.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m just doing the men
to teach them a lesson. I really like raping
women, just like any other God-fearing man.
Yep, there’s nothing better than sticking my penis into ... that thing women have down there.
The best part is when I pretend it’s an anus. For
instance, little Suzie came in as a date-rape victim so traumatized that she was afraid of nearly
all men. However, after a few Re-Rapes® you
can’t keep her away from them. I feel confident
that a few more triple penetration Re-Rape
Sessions® (with “consultations” from my colleagues) will have her fully cured and ready for
a lucrative career in rape counselling.

You can trust

RE-RAPE®

Join These Kindergarten Swingers!
Here at the Mira Mesa School for Children Who
Write Like College Students, copping feels from my
classmates during games of tag just didn’t get me
off anymore, so it was lucky that I stumbled across
our newest after-school club: Kindergartners Using
Naughty Toys for Satisfaction. Our motto is “We
were taught to share,” and we have several themed
parties every month.
At the “doctor” parties, we have enough attendees
to run a fuckin’ HMO. Our pediatric department is in
front, for one-on-one consultations and examinations.
Of course, proctology is in the back. This being a
teaching hospital, several physicians often explore a
single patient with the most modern of invasive surgical techniques: Kinder-Sodomy. I’ve always wanted
to print that. But the main focus is always the toys.
Considering that we’re only six years old, a normal
speculum would be much too large, so we prefer the
tools from the Playskool At-Home Pap Smear set.
And for those still exploring their preferences, openheart surgery is available every other week.
Another favorite is “house.” Last time, I got to act
like a real daddy. I had a red-headed stepchild to
break in my new belt and a willing wife, plus a couple
of Mormon mistresses on the side. I really enjoyed
coming home drunk and slapping my wife when my
rubber eggs were cold. After watching American Idol,
we all piled into the only bed in the house. I wish my
real family was this happy, but at home I’m not invited
when my father sleeps in my stepsister’s bed.

These tiny swingers only gather when their parents
get wasted on poker night and the neighborhood
baby-sitter (carefully selected from the Megan’s Law
registry) is “taking care” of them. To learn more, visit:
www.kinderkunts.com
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Do you know how many happy slapping videos I downloaded after seeing that?			

Check out this testimonial
Tired of seeing
your fat mouth
from a student just like you!
swallow every
Is there a better reason to kill myself? I don’t think
calorie of Ice
so....I just can’t go on living in a world where people
lie about calories. This is the only suicide note I’ll be
Cream? Here at Golden Spoon
writing.....
we have the most non-reflective spoons in town. As a mat!
y
ter of fact, if you buy the Revt
at
elle 10 gallon special you get a F
free stack of black napkins to
put over the lights & mirrors
in your room. Trying to watch
your weight so that your elitist
sorority sisters don’t judge you
into suicide? We have the Problem solved; merely whisper
“Omega-Moo Me” to the attendant and receive* a vomit thermos, re-usable tongue depressors and of course a travel size
listerine. Sooo next time you
want Ice Cream remember that
we’ve been Golden Spooning
UCSD for over ten years now.

Preferred by three
out of four UCSD
fatties.

*Warning: Moo package is not a substitute for self
esteem. That being said, the Moo package also costs
an additional $5.00 for materials as well as $20
‘please send me the photo negatives’ fee. Pay up or
get blown up, tubby.

week went by, and the muffin top that hung over my
tight jeans now looked more like the mushroom cloud
that hung over Hiroshima. Fuck....I couldn’t understand why this wasn’t working.
Then the girl down the hall said that sometimes diets
are too restrictive, and your body just hangs on to
everything you eat. She said I just probably wasn’t

Like
regular yogurt,
but colder!

eating enough to lose weight. Well, that kinda made
sense, so I increased my Golden Spoons to five a day
instead of three. After a week of that, I couldn’t even
get into the fucking Hiroshima jeans....goddamn bitch
down the hall, I don’t know why my boyfriend thinks
she’s so hot.
Then I saw the headlines. “FDA Busts Yogurt Maker
for Misleading Customers!” What kind of sick fuckers lie about calories? How could they not realize
they were messing with people’s lives? The Golden
Spoon people had put EXTRA fat into their yogurt to
make it tastier and more addictive. People blame the
tobacco companies for causing low birth weight in
babies...please, throw some low birth weight my way.
They have ruined my god damned life!
I can’t go on....I can no longer trust anyone or anything. Why would they lie about calories? Why
would they lie about yogurt?! Please, somebody....
cremate my sorry fat ass and place my ashes in a
Golden Spoon Yogurt container as a reminder.....that
would be a large, with a lid please.

In a valiant effort to take off the “freshman fifteen”
(okay, so it was a traumatic year and it was really
closer to 35 pounds) I started eating Golden Spoon’s
non-fat, sugar-free yogurt three times a day, and figured that the pounds should be gone in plenty of time
for a Spring break romp in Cabo.
Okay, so the first week of following my plan I put on
a few pounds, but figured my body was adjusting to
the new regimen and that the pounds would soon start
dropping like my sorority sisters at a kegger. Another

There is no other spoon.

SUNGOD
Friday May 12, 2006
The Koala Booth 2004:

The Koala Booth 2005:

Where the hell were you?
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The Koala’s SunGod registration form.
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KOALA PARTY REVIEWS
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Parties are ranked 1 to 5 where 1 is a party where you wake up a cripple and 5 is a party where you cripple someone’s bitch ass.
La Jolla Pirate/Ninja/Viking Party - 4/21
What I liked about this party was that it
actually was in La Jolla, not UC not UTC
not Farms, not north PB, not Birdrock, not
fucking UCSD but actual real La Jolla. You
could even see the cove out the front window. Though I was getting odd stares for
being the only Ninja this party ramped up
to be a textbook example of a fucking rad
time. I even contemplated hanging up the
ol’ ninja hood and changing careers from a
flawless instrument of silent death to something like random drunk guy that never
goes home after the party ends ... almost.
There was a quasi band playing throughout
the night and as the alcohol flowed the living room gradually turned into a mosh pit.
Honestly this party reminded me of every
college party I’ve seen in movies all put
together. I can’t remember if this party was
the one with the ice luge that night or not
but there were kegs and cute girls in pirate
costumes. It got broken up by the cops
and everyone went home in all their non La
Jollan locations.

AEPi Underwear Party - 4/21
This party was happenin’ and by happenin’ I mean, “why the fuck are all these
dudes wearing tighty whiteys.” After a
sporting game of grab ass I went to take a
piss, when I got out I was releived to find
the party had been invaded by a bunch of
girls wearing underwear, unfortunately, over
their underwear they were wearing, pants,
shirts, shoes and various jackets. One girl
asked if I was Jewish, when I said, “no,”
she then expressed her sincere apologies
that we couldn’t get married +1 star. When
I realized that she was talking to my crotch,
I felt the party may have some potential.
The women were forced fed large doses
of a mysterious concoction and within a
half hour I found two girls on my lap and a
third leaning in from behind, attempting the
first four way kiss in the history of UCSD.
I threw the bitches off my lap and began
explaining that just like my role model Julia
Roberts in Pretty Woman, I don’t kiss on
the lips. They then wanted to know where
they could kiss, and that is where I will end
this review as the following events don’t
pertain to party whatsoever.

Tritons United Party or Election Losers
except Fabianne and Eddie Party - 4/14
We roll into this Kathmandu shin dig
around 9 or 10, I don’t remember we were
drunk. There were a lot of international
cuties, and I think my girlfriend went off with
one of them. We were directed to a table
by the hostess as soon as we got there,
the table was covered in booze and limes.
George killed the Bailey’s, Jason killed the
Jack, and Skillz killed a midget but that’s
neither here nor there. From there we attempted to help improve some fine interna-

tional lady’s accents by shoving our cocks
as far down their thraots as possible and
making them say their vowels. If you’re still
reading this you’re probably thinking wow
these guys are pretty hardcore. You have
no fucking idea. We don’t even give a fuck
about this party review, go fuck yourself
fuck face. Skillz knows where you live.

Coachella 2006
You not reading The Koala to find out how
great the music was. You can ask your
faux-jaded, wannabe transvestite (yeah
you in the girl pants) hipster friend about
that, because every single one of those
fuckers in the western hemisphere came
to Coachella. Tight-jeaned, straight-edged
douchebags even outnumbered the deadly
pollen in the air. Good thing most of them
couldn’t handle the camping, so I was
instead adopted by some chill dealers (with
their skull and cross-bacon flag) and four
hot lesbians with a penchant for rubbing
sunscreen on each other’s boobs. You’d
be surprised how many lesbians have good
musical taste.
Inside, the festival isn’t the life-changing
experience Coachella wants you to think
it is. It’s not Burning Man Junior, it’s not a
rave, hell, it’s not even the Best in the West
Rib Cook-Off. Despite the art, despite the
music, this is one of the least festive festivals I’ve ever been to. I’m not even sure
that if I had been e-tarded all weekend that
I would really enjoyed myself in the festival.
Though perhaps if you like standing for ten
hours straight, missing a lot of cool bands,
hundred-strong lines, and being surrounded by sober or worse kids with dumb haircuts, this would be your kind of party. You
might also like typical UCSD parties. Even
beer cheaper than $7 wouldn’t have helped
this crowd much. The greed-inspired gate
policies were a bitch, too.
Three stars for camping, a star for the festival, minus half a star for my allergies.

Sigma Chi - Ranch House - 4/28
This party had the best and worst of all
possible outcomes of a party. It all started
with the crew rollin’ up; with the boys, some
beautiful ladies, and a shit load of liquor.
Minus 5 stars for the asshole pledge at
the front tryin’ to get the Koala to pay for
a party. This mothafucka was obviously
a freshmen, but we forgave him as one of
our ladies flashed for our entrance. Plus
7 stars. We entered the party and began
s new kind of distribution, KOALA SHOTS
for all. What a hit, I had bitches that were
clearly to hot to be going to UCSD, asking for shots through flashes, crotch grabs,
kisses, and numbers. Plus 10 stars. Remember that shit when you don’t invite the
Koala to your next party.
The liquor was almost gone, the chasers disappeared a half hour before and I
wanted to dance, more fun. The ladies

remembered me givin’ them drinks outside
and they took care of yours truly, plus strategically placed grind moves. 4 more stars.
The Koala decided that it could do nothin’
more to elevate this party and decided to
head out. This is where the shit hit the fan.
Personally I wanted to roll cause I had an
18 year-old blond with fake DD’s wantin’
to meet me at the next stop and everyone
else agreed that we drank enough for this
night, time to smoke.
But just try to walk out of a party when
you have a bunch of drunk Marines, who
clearly haven’t been laid in at least three
years, that want to start trouble with the
group in front of you. From what others
have told me they proceeded in jumping
us from behind. Minus all the stars given
and minus another 1,000. As I bled from
the mouth, I spat in their face. Also, our
gangster editor threw down at the sight of
the uncalled bullshit. Suffice to say, I had a
shitty night and didn’t see my blond. To the
Marines: get shipped soon and go find an
IED. That’s right, die.

The Party Where I Didn’t Get Into A
Fight- MMA RAZE - 4/29
Using all of my awesome Koala connections, we spent $200 for the wrong tickets.
Then, tapping into more Koala connections,
we kept the wrong tickets and spent $200
more for the right ones. The fights really
sucked. Each one went to the floor faster
than Jason (see above). The main event
ended with a ten-finger guillotine which, according to the announcer, is a highly technical move. Now I know it sounds more like
a thumb-wrestling move, but it’s actually a
highly technical move. I know it sounds like
a way to lose your watch, but it’s actually
a highly technical move. I know it sounds
more like a light tickling of the ribs, but it’s
actually a highly technical move. So I have
decided to give this one, highly technical
star.
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We did not write these personals, the dude currently slipping a roofie in your drink did. Bottom’s up!
(Seriously we did not write these, don’t cry to us if somebody made fun of you)
This is on behalf of everyone who has witnessed
and is sick of that kook bitch who is always skating around Muir College. I always see you doing
your gay slides with your ass crack hanging out
further pointing out your poser/ “bro” attitude.
I have also had the misfortune of seeing you
surf which is equally depressing. Dont be such a
clown -Jack
to the bitch ass in galathea-you have a small
penis. i’m sorry for that, but i’m even more sorry
that i took the time to get to know such an immature little fucker. thanks for wasting my time,
good luck with the whole sex thing, ‘cause you
really suck.
To the blonde chic in Wilder’s PoliSci 165 class,
usually third row or so with glasses and Asain.
DON’T BE SO FUCKING QUIET, YOU’RE
CUTE. TALK, GODDAMNIT, TALK!

“FUCK ME” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
Will any fucking girl just come here so I can fuck
you, maybe in the ass? i fuckin swear to go my
arm is like 10x bigger than the other one from
beating off so much, fucking shit man my home
page is now 89.com because i go there so much.
any girl, even a fat chick, let me fuckin plow
you! -PLEASE FUCK ME
soooo during my spring break i went to visit
ucsd and some random tall guy with black hair
walked up to me and gave me the koala...i totally
ignored it until some guy in a bright blue polo
ran down to the old student center and saw the
koala in my hand and yelled at me DONT READ
THE KOALA! i probably wouldnt have given
the koala a second thought if it werent for mr.
bright blue polo man yet because of him i read
that damn koala. and for fucks sake i love it. and
basically its the only thing ive received from colleges during my hunt that proves that real down
to earth people actually go to college. soooo
basically thank you koala cuz you made me realize that college isnt as anal as everyone makes it
out to be....
and seriously....3 out of 5 jump? fuckkkkk.
-Perspective Student with DD’s
Dear Slut,
I have enjoyed bangning you while we were
together, but your pussy has become loose and
smelly. Also I have come to realize that you are
a lying deceitful bitch. Have a nice life beef
curtains, and thanks for the herpes.
- The best you’ll ever have
PS - I cheated on you... a lot
Had Dennis Rodman and a mole had dirty,
drunken sex, their progeny would still get laid
more than the Guardian’s incorrigible Vlad
Kogan. An annoying leech with a head rivaling
that of E.T.’s, Vlad’s whiny pleas to unsuspecting students to read his shit excuse of a paper is
pervasive and inescapable on campus. His yellow journalism, which he self-righteously touts
as “straight reporting” in his “duty to readers,” is
based on drama he concocted while stashed away
in his urine-colored room jacking off to Bjork.
Or it could have been while he was conducting
long, introspective sessions of his pathetic social
life, where he wondered why his ex Rebecca
eagerly abandoned his halitosis ass for a chunky
asian guy. Basically, Vlad is a sorry waste of a

human life, and his little playtime as investigative journalist will continue to burden UCSD’s
literary potential until he graduates to annoy grad
students. Or until he gets hit by a car. Whatever.
To the Korean girl who lives 2 floors from where
i crash the last 2 quarters FUCK YOU!!!. I’ve
been stalking you through facebook and our
mutual friends and HOW DARE you forget my
name. Now i point a gun on the side of my head,
“YOU HAVE ONE CHANCE, WHAT’S MY
NAME???”. oh god you’re so hot.. NRB!!!
To that hot slut at SDSU on playboy. Holy crap
i want to spread margarine on that sweet tangy
candy cane ass. I thought the purpose of my life
was to fuck my roommates mom, but now that
that is all said and done I’m cumming for you.
Beware of the california black snake.
-Best regards Captn Smokey.
Dear Koala Staff,
I’d like to congratulate all of you on the recent
issues. I was here as an undergrad several years
ago when The Koala and Koala TV were really
funny. Remember the episode where some dude
went around dry humping the eucalyptus trees?
Pure genius. I came back as a grad student,
during the Barton years, and was shocked to see
how much the Koala sucked ass. Not just any
ass, but infected old man ass with bleeding sores
and fungal rot. The controversial stuff didn’t
bother me, but quite simply the paper wasn’t
funny anymore. I was really disappointed
because I remembered The Koala as one of the
only sources of light on this socially dark and
dismal campus. So, congratulations Koala staff
for injecting some throbbing life back into this
tight campuss.
-Thanks, Dirty Grampa
8:::::::::::::::::::::::::D------------ O <
(sorority girls’ mouths)
To all you bitches who give me dirty looks, because I’m better looking or at least attractive, go
fuck yourselves. I’m not after your boyfriend either, and holding him tighter while giving me the
“stare” only reinforces (to your boyfriend) how
insecure you are. If he thinks I’m hot, get over it
and move on; learn that men look and your not
the only woman alive. Also, just because I have
long blond hair, am petite, with nice sized breast
and an ass to die for doesn’t mean I’m dumb.
You are simply insecure and don’t believe that a
girl can have brains and beauty. Thank you, you
little insecure bitches, for making my very first
week here suck tremendously.
PS: I have a boyfriend myself and don’t need
yours. But just in case him and I do fuck behind
your back, at least you know he’s a fucking loser.
-D
my left nipple talks to me when i dump on my
laptop-or at least my second nephew likes to eat
parking meeters.
-the guy buddy
To the PIKE that I fucked last weekend:
I guess you won’t be at the gym anytime soon,
seeing as how you’ll be at the doctor trying to get
rid of the herpes I gave you.
-Doing the World a Favor
to that hot girl i hooked up with at the pike party:
i want you so bad. you have to come over to my
place sometime and we’ll have some real fun.

not just missionary fucking. i can give you a
Mexican Avalanche. In other words, I’ll jizz in
your hair and throw you down the stairs. so, are
you down?--mike
To My Asain Ass Whore Roommate: Thankgod
this is the last quarter I have to live with you
piece of stinky ass shit. But hey,lets KIT k? I
wanna know where to send you a pipe bomb and
anthrax. Luv Ya!!
To the girl who got who needed some ass in
OKIKIOLU winter 06. where you at? maybe we
can hook it up during a class this quarter? meet
you at AP&M basement outside pc lab, May 29th
11:15am. be there for the fucking of your life...
-Math 20e
To all you bikers:
Hey Lance, this isn’t the fuckin Alps stage of
the Tour de fuckin France. This is UCSD, so
chill the fuck out. As a hard-working pedestrian,
I do not want to get fucking maimed on my
way to class. The phrase is “pedestrians first”
not “shaved-leg faggot with a slick helmet and
a shiny new Trek bike first” nor is it “frenzied
asian biker late for their BILD2 section first”
and it is definitely not “hardcore mountain biker
dude who could probably beat the shit out of me
because he works out every day and has a small
penis first.” So all of you, please, its bad enough
dealing with the fuckin female longboarders who
blow both at skating and the dude who taught
them how. In conclusion, Sheryl Crow won’t
fuck you unless you have cancer anyway. So
drop the bike. It’s called walking. Love, B Egypt1

“FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
E,
You’re a fucking psychotic bitch who reeks of
curry and rotten milk. You have absofuckinglutely NO social skills! Your mere presence is an
insult to humanity. We all wish your momma
used a rusty coat hanger! You spread bullshit
about other people and their sex lives all over the
fucking place because you’re so damn pathetic,
you couldn’t get any cock if you poured Guinness all over your nasty ass yeasty poon. Get a
fucking clue, you klepto retard! We all hate you!
Eat shit and die, you ugly bearded bitch!
- Your Loving Suitemates
To the really really really hot guy in my Physics
1A lab on weds from 12 - 2pm... so you sit in my
lab table and i wonder if you ever see me check
you out....for like the 2 long ass hours in lab....i
haven’t learned jack in that class except the fact
that you DO have a really nice, tight, ass and
damn, a sexy body!!! ...fuck physics lab, i’d rather study YOU on the lab table.... i guess i really
do need to grow some balls (metaphorically) and
ask you for your number so we can get together
and do some hands on study of FRICTION....
but dont freak out! i dont want you to be my bf
or anything.... us girls dont always want a fuckin
relationship.... we just want some casual sex....
well GOOD casual sex..... so yeah...... we should
get together and play a round of beer pong then
hit the sac! -sLee

If you don’t see your personal then it was
too long or too retarded. Try again at:

www.thekoala.org/personals.html

